DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
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17 JUNE 2019

Case No:

19/00161/S73
CONDITIONS)

OF

CONSENT/VARY

Proposal:

VARIATION
OF
CONDITION
NUMBER:
2
ON
APPLICATION REFERENCE NUMBER: 17/01595/FUL.
REVISED PLANS TO INCLUDE SINGLE STOREY
EXTENSION TO THE REAR OF PLOT 1.

Location:

81 GREEN END ROAD SAWTRY PE28 5UZ

Applicant:

MR A MCCAFFREY

Grid Ref:

517073 283119

Date of Registration: 30.01.2019
Parish:

SAWTRY
RECOMMENDATION

- APPROVE

This application is referred to the Development Management Committee
as Sawtry Parish Council's recommendation of refusal is contrary to the
Officer's recommendation of approval.

1.

DESCRIPTION OF SITE AND APPLICATION

1.1

The application site, 81 Green End Road consists of three two storey
detached dwellings, two of which, (plots 1 and 2) are new dwellings
approved under application ref. 17/01595/FUL. These two dwellings
are currently under construction. Number 81 itself was retained and is
flanked by Plot 1 to the north west, and Plot 2 to the north east.

1.2

This application is made under section 73 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 to vary condition 2 (Approved Plans) of
17/01595/FUL in order to add an additional single storey element to
the rear elevation of the dwelling at plot 1. It is also proposed to alter
the internal garage to plot 1 into living space, and to make a number
of other alterations including altered designs of fenestration, a change
to materials on the rear elevation from boarding to brick, and a small
increase to the size of the front porch.

1.3

At the time of submission of this application, work has begun on both
plots, and the foundations of the proposed additional rear element at
plot 1 had been dug. Following negotiation with the applicant revised
plans were submitted following comments from HDC’s Urban Design
Officer. Specifically the applicant amended the additional element at
the rear of plot 1 from two storeys to single storey.

1.4

The site is not a designated Conservation Area and is situated within
Flood Zone 1 as identified by the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
2017. The site is situated within the built up area of Sawtry.

2.

NATIONAL GUIDANCE

2.1

The National Planning Policy Framework (19th February 2019)
(NPPF 2019) sets out the three objectives - economic, social and
environmental - of the planning system to contribute to the
achievement of sustainable development. The NPPF 2019 at
paragraph 10 provides as follows: 'So that sustainable development is
pursued in a positive way, at the heart of the Framework is a
presumption in favour of sustainable development (paragraph 11).'

2.2

The NPPF 2019 sets out the Government's planning policies for
(amongst other things):
* delivering a sufficient supply of homes;
* achieving well-designed places;
* conserving and enhancing the natural environment;
* conserving and enhancing the historic environment.

2.3

Planning Practice Guidance is also relevant and a material
consideration.

For full details visit the government website: https://www.gov.uk

3.

PLANNING POLICIES

3.1

National Planning Policy Framework (2019)

3.2

Huntingdonshire's Local Plan to 2036:
• LP 1: Strategy for Development
• LP 4: Contributing to Infrastructure Delivery
• LP 5: Flood Risk
• LP 8: Key Service Centres
• LP11: Design Context
• LP12: Design Implementation
• LP14: Amenity
• LP 15: Surface Water
• LP 16: Sustainable Travel
• LP 17: Parking Provision and vehicle movement

3.3

Huntingdonshire Design Guide Supplementary Planning Document
(2017):
• Place Making Principles - Part 3.7 Building Form

Local policies are viewable at https://www.huntingdonshire.gov.uk
4.

PLANNING HISTORY

4.1

17/01595/FUL - Proposed two infill dwellings (residential) – Approved
at DMC 20.11.2017

5.

CONSULTATIONS

5.1

Sawtry Parish Council (SPC) – SPC argue that the proposal would
increase the flood risk which is of concern to the Sawtry Internal

Drainage Board. SPC also advise that work has already started
without permission being given for revised plans and that there would
be reduced parking on site due to use of garage on the site as a
sitting room.
Officer response: These comments will be addressed within the
relevant sections of the below report.
5.2

Cambridgeshire County Council Highways Officer (HO) - No
highways objections. The proposal is for the variation of condition 2 to
allow for the amendments to the approved plans. The HO can see no
highways differences between this application and that previously
approved.
Officer response: The HO’s remit is to look at the impact of this
proposal from a highways safety perspective, it is for HDC planning
officers to assess the impact of the garage conversion on parking –
this is covered in the ‘Parking and impact upon Highway Safety’
section in the main body of report.

6.

REPRESENTATIONS

6.1

5 representations have been received.

6.2

Three letters received objecting to the application. Their comments
are summarised below:
- Additional bedroom would cause further parking on the road from
occupants of two 3 bed properties
- Green End Road should have double yellow lines on the north
eastern side
- The proposal will overlook the neighbours from windows to the rear
- The proposal will result in an increase in the likelihood of flooding
- Foundations and damp course brickwork have already been
completed
- The proposal will result in an overbearing impact of proposed two
storey extension
- The proposed two storey extension is out of character

6.3

Two letters received supporting the application. Their comments are
summarised below:
- The proposed development is within permitted development limits
- Construction would be preferred while the dwellings are under
construction to minimise future disruption
- Drains have been installed to improve drainage within the
application site
Officer Response: The third party representations raised will be
addressed in the relevant sections of this report.

7.

ASSESSMENT

7.1

The report addresses the principal, important and controversial issues
which are in this case:
• The Principle of Development;
• The impact upon the character and appearance of the area.

•
•
•

The Impact on the amenity of neighbours and future
occupiers;
Flood and Surface Water Risk
Parking and impact upon Highway Safety

The Principle of Development:
7.2

Policy LP8 of the Huntingdonshire Local Plan to 2036 defines Sawtry
as a Key Service Centre. LP8 permits additional housing where a
proposal is appropriately located within the built-up area.

7.3

The application site is within the built up area of Sawtry, and the
principle of two dwellings at this location was established within the
previous consent 17/01595/FUL.

7.4

This Section 73 application proposes to change the approved plans
condition of 17/01595/FUL to allow for alterations to plot 1 including
changes to fenestration and materials, replacement of an integral
garage with internal living space, and an additional single storey
element to form additional internal living space to the rear.

7.5

As such the principle of development is acceptable subject to the
below material planning considerations.
Impact upon the character and appearance of the area:

7.6

The design of the proposed dwellings has remained largely the same
from the previous planning consent although changes are proposed
to Plot 1; an additional single storey rear extension element, the
conversion of the garage into living space, a change of materials to
the rear first floor, an increase in size of the front porch, and a change
to the design of fenestration on the side elevations. In response to
comments from HDC’s Urban Design Officer, the proposed extension
was reduced from two storeys to a single storey extension and a
window has been included upon the front elevation to serve the
ground floor living area.

7.7

As such it is these elements which are assessed in detail.

7.8

The proposed garage conversion would result in a minimal change to
the external appearance of the dwelling at plot 1 and the proposed
window (in the ground floor front elevation) is considered to be in
keeping with the general character of the area and will provide more
of an active frontage. The increase to the porch size is modest and is
not considered to result in an adverse impact upon the design of the
dwelling. The amendments to fenestration are minimal and the design
would be in keeping. The proposed rear ‘extension’ element has been
revised from two storeys to one. As such it would be subservient to
the main dwelling and being to the rear of plot 1 would not be visible
in street scene views.

7.9

The change in materials to plot 1 would be from weatherboard to
brick and would be acceptable given that the majority of the approved
dwelling at plot 1 was to be constructed from brick.

7.10

As such the proposed development is considered to be acceptable
from a design perspective, in terms of its impact upon the character

and appearance of the area and would therefore comply with Policies
LP11 and LP12 of the Huntingdonshire Local Plan to 2036.
7.11

It is also noted that had plot 1 been completed and occupied, the
conversion of the garage to living space, changes in design of
fenestration, and rear extension would fall within permitted
development. Within 17/01595/FUL permitted development rights
were not restricted in respect of garage conversions or extensions,
and the proposed single storey element would not be over 3 metres
beyond the rear wall of the development approved in 17/01595/FUL,
and would not exceed 4 metres in height.
Impact on Residential Amenity:

7.12

As initially proposed the two storey rear extension element would
have resulted in a significant overbearing impact upon the outdoor
amenity area of the existing dwelling at number 81, due to its
contribution to the increased height and mass in close proximity to the
garden of no.81.

7.13

However in response to comments from HDC Urban Design Officer
and concerns from HDC Planning Officers, the proposed extension
has been reduced from two storeys to a single storey extension. A
window has been included upon the front elevation to serve the
ground floor living area, providing light and an outlook to that room,
and increased passive surveillance over the front area and
streetscene from that room.

7.14

Due to its single storey height and mass the proposed single storey
rear element, as amended, is not considered to result in a significant
adverse impact upon the residential amenity of no.81 in terms of
increased overbearing or loss of light.

7.15

It is considered appropriate to condition the first floor side window
serving the bathroom to be obscure glazed in order to limit potential
overlooking impact to the rear garden and patio area of no.81.

7.16

Overall, the proposed dwellings including the changes to plot 1 are
not considered to create significant demonstrable harm to the
residential amenity of neighbours by reason of undue overbearing,
overshadowing, overlooking or disturbance. The proposed
development therefore complies with Policy LP14 of the
Huntingdonshire Local Plan.

7.17

It is also noted that had plot 1 been completed and occupied, the
conversion of the garage to living space, changes in design of
fenestration, and rear extension would fall within permitted
development. Within 17/01595/FUL permitted development rights
were not restricted in respect of garage conversions or extensions,
and the proposed single storey element would not be over 3 metres
beyond the rear wall of the development approved in 17/01595/FUL,
and would not exceed 4 metres in height.
Flood and Surface Water Risk:

7.18

Sawtry Parish Council have stated that the proposals would increase
flood risk. The application site is located within Flood Zone 1 on both

the Council’s 2017 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) Maps
and also on the Environment Agencies (EA) SFRA maps. Given its
location within Flood Zone 1, there are no reasonable flooding
grounds on which the development can be refused.
7.19

Approved Document H - Drainage and Waste Disposal (2015 edition)
supporting Part H of Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations 2010
provides guidance on the management and design of surface water
drainage systems. Building Control Regulation procedures whether
they are provided through the Council or an external provider
incorporates a process including the provision of satisfactory surface
water drainage arrangements. Accordingly there is no need for a
drainage planning condition.
Parking and Impact upon Highway Safety:

7.20

Objections have been received in relation to the change of the
internal garage to plot 1, into living space.

7.21

Two on-site vehicle parking spaces would be retained to the front of
plot 1. The provision of two car parking spaces for a dwelling of this
size (plot 1) and in this location is considered to be reasonable and in
accordance with the aims of the NPPF and local policy LP17. Officers
will certainly not be able to sustain a reason for refusal on insufficient
parking (as a result of the garage conversion) at appeal.

7.22

Cambridgeshire County Council’s Highways Officer has reviewed the
application details and has no objection to the amended scheme
(from a highways safety perspective).

7.23

Taking the above into account, and specifically the fact that, had the
dwelling been completed occupied the alteration would have been
permitted development that the application should not be refused on
the lack of car parking or highway safety.
Other Matters:

7.24

An application to discharge a number of conditions of 17/01595/FUL
has been submitted (18/80244/COND) and approved. As such any
conditions not yet discharged will be re-imposed upon any consent
granted through this application.
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL):

7.25

The development will be CIL liable in accordance with the Council’s
adopted charging schedule; CIL payments will cover footpaths and
access, health, community facilities, libraries and lifelong learning and
education.

7.26

A Unilateral undertaking for bins has been submitted.

7.27

There are no other material planning considerations which have a
significant bearing on the determination of this application.

Conclusion
7.28

The proposed development is considered to be compliant with
relevant national and local planning policy as:
* The scale and location of the development is not considered to have
an overly detrimental impact upon the surrounding area.
* It would not have a significant detrimental impact on the amenity of
neighbours.
* It is acceptable in terms of highway safety.
* There are no other material planning considerations which lead to
the conclusion that the proposal is unacceptable.

7.29

Taking national and local planning policies into account, and having
regard for all relevant material considerations, it is recommended that
planning permission be granted, subject to the imposition of
appropriate conditions be granted, subject to the imposition of
appropriate conditions.

8.

RECOMMENDATION
conditions to include the following
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

APPROVAL

subject

to

Strictly in accordance with approved plans
Restrict PD Gates
Access width minimum of 5m.
Vehicular Access in accordance with CCC Specification
On-site parking and turning in accordance with approved plan.
Visibility Splays
Access Drainage Measures
Obscure glazed side window at first floor level

If you would like a translation of this document, a large text version or an audio
version, please contact us on 01480 388388 and we will try to accommodate
your needs.

CONTACT OFFICER:
Enquiries about this report to Luke Waddington Development Management
Officer 01480 388143

Huntingdonshire DC Public Access
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Diane Davis - Sawtry Parish Council <Clerk@sawtry-pc.gov.uk>
14 February 2019 08:37
DevelopmentControl
Comments on applications

Sawtry Parish Council comments:
19/00161/S73 – 81 Green End Rd- revised plans to include 2 storey extension to the rear of plot 1 – Recommend
Refusal – This revised plan would increase the flood risk which is of concern to the Sawtry Internal Drainage Board.
Work has already started without permission being given for revised plans. Reduced parking due to use of garage on
the site as a sitting room.
19/00162/FUL- 13 Green End Rd- proposed demolition of existing outbuilding ruin and erection of a new detached
dwelling – Recommend approval – it would tidy up an unsavoury area, accommodation would be created from a
waste area.
18/02258/FUL- Rough Farm Cottage, Red Drove- alterations and improvements to farm house to upgrade the
property for holiday let use – Recommend approval - encouraging local tourism.

Sawtry Parish Council
Tel: 01487 831771
Office Open: 9.00 – 1.00
Monday to Friday
In accordance with the law, Sawtry Parish Council (SPC) only collect a limited amount of information. The personal information
you provide (name, address, email address, phone number), will be processed and stored so that it is possible to contact you
and respond to your correspondence and provide information. SPC do not use your data for purposes other than those
specified. SPC do not use profiling, sell or pass on your data to third parties. SPC ensure your data is stored securely and delete
all information deemed to be no longer necessary. SPC constantly review Privacy Policies-copy available on
request.
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